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COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR MASS MODELSIN THE CROSS-SECTION CALCULATIONS FROMTHE REACTION 37Cl ON 100Mo�C.V. HamptonChemistry Department, Mihigan State UniversityEast Lansing, MI 48824, USA(Reeived Deember 3, 2001)This study investigates the e�ets of four nulear mass models on thealulations for reation ross-setions: Myers�Swiateki�Lysekil; Myersliquid droplet; Groote�Hilf�Takahashi; and Seeger models. We alulateross-setional values for the deay of the ompound nuleus, 137Pr� fromthe reation: 37Cl on 100Mo, using all possible sequenes for neutron,proton, and �-partile emission obtained with the Hauser�Feshbah for-mula. We present mass-distributions for Pr, Ce, and La nulei in the A =128�134 range at beam energies of 130�180 MeV and also inlude alula-tions for the ase of dual-targets. The addition of the Wigner term to threeof the models is expressed in terms of a linear, empirial funtion relatingthe atomi mass to the reation ross setions.PACS numbers: 25.70.�z, 25.60.Dz, 27.60.+j1. IntrodutionReation Cross-Setions (RCS) are normally alulated in preparationfor an in-beam, heavy-ion, fusion experiment in order to determine the op-timal beam energy that would maximize the residual produt of interest.Prior to the experiment, exitation funtions are also generated to maxi-mize the ratio of one isotope relative to another, using an energy windowsuggested by the RCS. This proedure insures a proper beam-energy deter-mination. The atual experiment was performed at the Holi�eld ResearhFaility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using a 37Cl+7 beam provided bythe Tandem aelerator and an experimental target omprised of two, thinfoils of isotopially enrihed 100Mo [1℄. We alulated RCS for the deayof the ompound nuleus, 137Pr� using all possible sequenes for neutron,� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001. (357)



358 C.V. Hamptonproton, and �-partile emission obtained with the Hauser�Feshbah formulain the CASCADE ode by Pühlhofer [2℄. The RCS in Fig. 1 was developedusing the Groote�Hilf�Takahashi mass model; isotopes of Pr, Ce, and Lain the A = 125�134 region are displayed. Comparing the alulated RCS

Fig. 1. Cross setions alulated with the CASCADE ode using the Groote�Hilf�Takahashi nulear mass model NM3 at 130�180 MeV for Pr (solid), Ce (dots), andLa (dash) isotopes reated during the reation: 37Cl on 100Mo.with the experimental exitation funtions showed a greater amount of 133Prthan antiipated and a totally unexpeted presene of 134Pr. This promptedan investigation into the e�ets of di�erent nulear mass models on thesealulations. 1.1. Nulear mass modelsThere are four nulear mass models available in the CASCADE ode:Myers�Swiateki�Lysekil (NM0); Myers liquid droplet (NM1); Groote�Hilf�Takahashi (NM3); and Seeger (NM5) models. In addition, the last three areavailable with a Wigner term whih orrets for a _-shaped deviation in aplot of mass number versus mass defet. This term is attributed to neutron�proton pairing orrelations in nulei oupying the same shell-model orbitals[3℄. NM0 alulates masses by extrapolating nulear properties, suh as:(1) the nonuniformity in neutron and proton densities indued by eletrifores and (2) the dependene of the neutron skin thikness on the position



Comparison of Nulear Mass Models in the Cross-Setion Calulations : : : 359on the nulear surfae [4℄. NM1 assumes that the nuleus has properties of aliquid droplet and aounts for shape permutations in ground state deforma-tions and �ssion barriers. It ontains an even�odd term that adjusts for thefat that separation between odd and odd-A mass surfaes is slightly smallerthan the separation between the even and odd-A surfaes [5℄. NM3 uses aunique bunhing tehnique that simulates `magi' gaps in the energy levelsand appropriate sub-shell behavior [6℄. NM5 is a ombination of a smoothlyvarying droplet model plus a �utuating shell orretion term whih involvesthe determination of Nilsson levels and ground states [7℄.2. Disussion2.1. Comparison of mass distributionsWe obtained atomi mass distributions with the CASCADE ode usingNM0�NM6 and present the results in the bargraphs of Fig. 2. Eah of theseven sets of mass distributions shows a similar �utuating pattern with therelative ratios of the RCS di�ering for eah model. In order to distinguishtrends among the various isotopes for eah atomi mass, a portion of theRCS from eah set of alulations was seleted for analysis. The segmentthat we analyze is in the range A = 128�134 at 160 MeV. To make a diret

Fig. 2. A omparison of atomi mass distributions alulated for eah model NM0�NM6 for the reation 160 MeV 37Cl on 100Mo. The shaded bargraph representsthe orresponding model with Wigner term.



360 C.V. Hamptonomparison of the nulear mass model ontribution, RSC values for eahisotope are normalized to NM0 (at 100%) and listed as a perentage of thisvalue. This is shown in Fig. 3. There are nine sets of data: 128;129;130La;131;132;133Ce; and 131;132;133Pr. Compared with NM0, the RSC is lowered by11�42% for 128;129La, 131Ce, and 131Pr. The RSC for 130La, 132;133Ce, and132;133Pr (exept for NM5) are all inreased by 12�56%.

Fig. 3. A omparison of nulear mass models, NM0,1,3,5 for isotopes of La, Ce,Pr. Cross setions are normalized to NM0 and listed as a perentage of its value.(128La, thik line; 129La, thin line; 130La, �lled bar; 131Ce, thik line; 132Ce, thinline; 133Ce, �lled bar; 131Pr, thik line; 132Pr, thin line; 133Pr, �lled bar.)2.2. E�ets of the Wigner termThe shaded bargraphs of Fig. 2 represent the atomi mass distributionsalulated with the mass models ontaining the Wigner term. When thisterm is added to the nulear mass model, the atomi mass distributionsare onsistently dereased for: A = 127 by 31�47%; A = 130 by 20�22%;A = 132 by 5�15%; and A = 133 by 7�10%. From the data segment hosenfor analysis, we obtained the RCS ratio of eah model with Wigner termompared with the orresponding model without Wigner term and plottedthis ratio versus atomi mass. The e�ets that the Wigner term has on theRCS an be expressed as a funtion, linear with respet to atomi mass.The nine sets of data onverge onto three groups of lines. Linear regressionanalysis yields a general expression relating the Wigner term results, CNM!,to atomi mass, A, and to the RCS without the Wigner term, CNM�.CNM! = (b�mA)CNM�The results for this equation are valid for the A = 125�134 region at 160 MeVand are listed in Table I.



Comparison of Nulear Mass Models in the Cross-Setion Calulations : : : 361TABLE ILinear regression results orrelating Reation Cross Setions alulated us-ing a mass model with Wigner term, (NM!), and the orresponding modelwithout Wigner term, (NM�). NM0=Myers�Swiateki�Lysekil; NM1=MyersLiquid Droplet; NM2=NM1+Wigner term; NM3=Groote�Hilf�Takahashi;NM4=NM3+Wigner term; NM5=Seeger; NM6=NM5+Wigner term.Nuleus NM! b m NM� rLa 6 35.631 �0:26714 5 �0:979594 32.155 �0:24071 3 �0:984212 32.233 �0:24143 1 �0:98452Ce 6 35.904 �0:26600 5 �0:937294 35.557 �0:26300 3 �0:957692 33.810 �0:25000 1 �0:95187Pr 6 45.543 �0:33500 5 �0:866034 42.903 �0:31500 3 �0:912252 48.187 �0:35500 1 �0:884102.3. Use of dual targetsWith eah mass model, the RCS at 160 MeV for 132Pr is alulated tobe greater than the RCS for 133Pr; however, experimentally, 133Pr appearsto predominate. The RCS does not aount for the presene of 134Pr inthe experimental data. All alulations yield a zero or near zero RCS forthis isotope at the experimental beam energy. We suggest that the beamattenuation through the seond foil in the target, whih is diretly relatedto the target thikness and, therefore, the stopping power of the foil, wasgreat enough to shift the main, residual-produt prodution at the seondtarget from 132Pr to 133Pr. This would also explain the presene of 134Pr,whih is produed at a lower beam energy (see Fig. 1). The experimentalresults observed at 160 MeV, may be better represented by a ombinationof the RCS at 160 MeV plus a RCS at a lower beam energy, loser to theresonane energy for 133Pr. Sine the exat target thikness is unknown,an approximate alulation yields a beam energy of about 140 MeV at theseond foil. By summing the results at 160 MeV plus 140 MeV, more reason-able orrelations with the experimental data are obtained. Fig. 4 representsthese summations. With this alulation, the presene of 134Pr is aountedfor.
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Fig. 4. Mass distributions alulated for individual Pr, Ce, and La nulei withmodels NM3 and NM5. Cross setions at 160 MeV and 140 MeV are summed toapproximate dual target ontributions.3. ConlusionWe have presented an empirial expression relating the e�ets of theWigner term on alulations with three nulear mass models and have shownthe extent to whih four nulear mass models in�uene the reation rosssetions. In addition, this study led to the observation that reations at theseond foil in the target, whih was exposed to an attenuated beam energy,produed a di�erent ratio of residual produts than initially alulated bythe CASCADE ode. REFERENCES[1℄ C.V. Hampton, PhD Dissertation, Mihigan State University, East Lansing1999.[2℄ F. Pühlhofer, Nul. Phys. A280, 267 (1977).[3℄ W. Satula, D. Dean, J. Gary, S. Mizutori, W. Nazarewiz, presented at theAPS/AAPT meeting April 18-21, 1997, BAPS E8.07.[4℄ W.D. Myers, W.J. Swiateki, Nul. Phys. A336, 267 (1980).[5℄ W.D. Myers, At. Data Nul. Data Tables 17, 411 (1976).[6℄ H. v. Groote, E.R. Hilf, K. Takahashi, At. Data Nul. Data Tables 17, 418(1976).[7℄ P.A. Seeger, W.M. Howard, Nul. Phys. A238, 491 (1975).


